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October 2, 1951 - February 12, 2016

Gary E. Moore
Hampton – Gary E. Moore, 64, of Hampton, died February 12, 2016 at his home after a
sudden illness.
He was born October 2, 1951 in Amesbury, Mass., a son of the late Fred S. and Clara
(Jones) Moore.
Gary was raised in Seabrook. He was educated in Amesbury through the Seventh Day
Adventist Church education curriculum and later at Greater Boston Academy a private
Christian school in Stoneham, Mass.
Gary graduated from Atlantic Union College in South Lancaster, Mass., received his
Bachelor’s Degree from Walla Walla University, College Place, WA and his Master’s
Degree in Physics and Meteorology from Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass..
He was presently employed as a senior meteorologist beginning with Earth Tech that
succeeded to present day Aecomm. He was dedicated and persevered at his work,
helping to clean up the air we breathe. Gary was very passionate about the environment,
leaving his mark through his research and tireless dedication to helping people. He
recently started his own small consulting business Aerokinetics.
He leaves four sons, Corwin Moore of Newmarket, Eric, Max and Nicholas Moore all of
Hampton, two grandchildren, Aiden and Damien, his brother, Robert Moore and his wife
Jean, his sister, Evelyn Fowler all of Seabrook, his aunt, Sylvia Gove of Florida, and his
uncle, Thomas Moore and wife Barbara of Lynn, Mass.
A celebration of Gary's life will be held at 11 A.M. Saturday, March 12, 2016 at the Remick
& Gendron Funeral Home-Crematory, 811 Lafayette Road, Hampton. Relatives and

friends are respectfully invited.
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Tribute Wall

AK

I am sorry for your loss. I worked with Gary at AECOM in
Chelmsford, MA for the past few years. He was a good
person. Adrienne Kieldsing

Adrienne Kieldsing - March 12, 2016 at 07:52 AM

EL

Soon after I was hired as a consultant with Earth Tech where I worked with Gary
on various air quality studies, our families became close friends. We have known
Gary for over 15 years. Even when we moved back to Germany we kept in touch
until his sudden passing. We all could always rely on Gary’s well-intentioned and
well-informed insights on all matters of life and science.
Harry and I will always miss Gary’s keen discussions on all aspects of science.
One of our last discussions centered on the ever increasing amount of data in the
geosciences and the infrastructure and tools needed to create data legacies to be
used in an efficient way. That Gary had already contributed to this area as well
didn’t come as a surprise.
Gary was also a poet who loved to write haikus that must, by now, fill books.
Besides his love for poetry, he was always on the outlook for interesting
musicians. Shortly before his passing he stirred up a discussion on whether an
elaborated version of a keyboard can be used to perform classical piano pieces in
the same quality as with a grand piano. Well, we couldn’t conclude on this topic,
anymore, and I am afraid, I would have to concede to Gary’s profound multilayered argumentation.
Harry & I with Silas & Felix miss deeply Gary’s great friendship.
Elfrun Lehmann & Family, Kleinmachnow, Germany
Elfrun Lehmann - March 11, 2016 at 08:19 AM

RY

I have known Gary for over 25 years and worked closely with him at Sigma
Research Corporation (SRC). Gary was an incredible fount of knowledge on a
seemingly endless variety of scientific subjects. No matter what we discussed,
Gary could immediately produce a list of references and key research papers.
Gary was also very talented with computers and computing. Always exploring
ways to make computers and computer programs run faster, Gary helped me
considerably in my own programming efforts. In fact, after I retired from SRC and
moved to Maine, Gary built me an amazing dual operating system computer that I
still use today. He also continued to assist in my research efforts by obtaining
numerous journal articles for me during his many visits to MIT’s science libraries.
I also considered Gary a close personal friend, and I visited him at his home on
Moore’s Lane in Seabrook on a number of occasions. I am deeply saddened by
his untimely passing and I will miss his friendship and support greatly.
Bob Yamartino, Sarasota FL
Robert J. Yamartino - March 05, 2016 at 09:27 AM

DW

David Weisher purchased the Sentiments of Serenity Spray for
the family of Gary E. Moore.

David Weisher - March 04, 2016 at 01:18 PM

DM

Gary and I grew up in Boston and were roommates in college. We considered
eachother best friends and his untimely passing is so sad. However I am so
grateful for the wonderful memories that we shared ( and funny stories) ....My
deepest condolences to the family..
David Weisher..........
David Weisher MD - March 04, 2016 at 12:09 PM

MH

The AECOM UK air quality team would like to send our deepest sympathies to
Gary’s family and friends on his sudden passing. We have known Gary for the
last few years as he has been working with us on one of our major projects in the
Middle East. We would have weekly phone calls with him to discuss progress on
the project and would gain an insight into “Gary’s world”. His enthusiasm for the
project was unsurpassable as every week he would come up with new and
wonderful ideas for further research. His strong work ethic and his passion for
knowledge will always be an example to us. We feel lucky to have shared some
steps on his path, for a time too short.
Rest in peace Gary.
Michele Hackman - February 23, 2016 at 05:14 AM
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1 file added to the album New Album Name

Bob Paine - February 22, 2016 at 11:16 PM
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Bob Paine - February 22, 2016 at 11:13 PM

DR

This message is from the Australian staff from AECOM who would all like to
express our condolences to Gary's family, friends and colleagues after this
passing. Gary has been working with us on projects for over 5 years and we will
greatly miss his keen intellect, friendly nature and willingness to solve any
problem that presented itself. He was a dedicated air quality scientist who
dedicated himself to solving any of the problems presenting themselves
regardless of the time of day, nature of problem or personal time. Gary's council
and friendship will be greatly missed by all of us in Australia. David Rollings
David Rollings - February 21, 2016 at 03:40 PM

Nadeem
Ahmed

I am sadden to hear this news from Bob Pain, who was
kind to inform me. It is a great lost for me and all of us,
Gary who is such a kind, sharing and warm person with so
much knowledge. His caring towards his friends was lovely
and he also ensured that you were not lost or alone. He
would always have someone to say and can talk for hours. I met Gary through my
project from Saudi Aramco (Saudi Arabian) on Petrochemical modeling and my
intern spent at Earth Tech in 2003 in Boston. I a truly sadden and wish blessing to
him and peace. I pray for this family. He will not be forgotten and will always
remain in my heart. Nadeem Ahmedkhan
Nadeem Ahmed - February 20, 2016 at 03:28 AM

Eric
Moore

Aiden Moore was added to the Family Tree.
Eric Moore - February 19, 2016 at 11:17 AM
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Nicholas Moore was added to the Family Tree.
Eric Moore - February 19, 2016 at 11:16 AM
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Maxim Moore was added to the Family Tree.
Eric Moore - February 19, 2016 at 11:16 AM
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Eric Moore was added to the Family Tree.
Eric Moore - February 19, 2016 at 11:16 AM
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Moore

Corwin David Moore was added to the Family Tree.
Eric Moore - February 19, 2016 at 11:15 AM

RB

The staff at Seacoast Mini Storage offer their condolences to Gary's family.
Certainly the most interesting man we got the opportunity to chat with. We'll miss
his visits.
Sincerely, Ron, Marie, and Debra
Ron Bedard - February 19, 2016 at 08:07 AM
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Bob Paine - February 18, 2016 at 08:34 PM

Eric
Moore

Thank you so much for posting this video, it means a lot. He was forever passionate
about the environment, solving problems and was very dedicated to cleaning up the
air. -Eric
Eric Moore - February 19, 2016 at 11:14 AM

RH

It doesn't do it's justice in terms of his amazing personality but so good just to hear his
voice and see him in action ... he was certainly one of the best men I have ever had
the the pleasure of knowing he will be missed max Nick and Eric love u guys ....
Roarke
Roarke Hess - February 19, 2016 at 10:28 PM

DH

In addition to the interaction that Gary and I had working together on air quality
modeling problems since he joined AECOM, I will most miss our conversations about
all kinds of topics in which we shared interest. I first met Gary in the 1970's when our
paths crossed at MIT's Department of Meteorology. My first impression was his
enthusiasm, depth of his knowledge, inventive way of thinking and wide range of topics
in which he interesting. When he recently joined us as part of the EarthTech merger,
we found that we had many common interests and Gary would often use me as a
sounding board for his seemingly endless supply of "aha!" ideas on how to look at
issues in new ways, often well beyond my limited comprehension. He was very giving
of his time and eager to chip in to help me solve dumfounding problems. Gary also
entertained me when we talked about his personal travails, whether it regarding his
latest motor vehicle acquired at auction, keeping up his house and helping out his
boys. Most of all I thank Gary for enriching my life and leaving me with many fond
memories.
David Heinold - March 10, 2016 at 08:41 AM
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Bob Paine - February 18, 2016 at 08:28 PM

ED

Dear Moore Family,
We would like to send our condolences to you all for the loss of Mr. Moore. We
both worked at Market Basket with Nick and he has many times shared stories of
his father with us!! We did not know him personally but wanted let Nick know we
thinking of him during this time!Will be seeing you at work hopefully soon Nick!
Take care of yourself!
Ellen DeCosta - February 18, 2016 at 07:16 PM

ED

Tim and Ellen DeCosta
Ellen DeCosta - February 18, 2016 at 07:18 PM

RM

To Gary's Friends and Family,
I had the pleasure of working with Gary at the start of my career in air quality
consulting at SAI in 1979. He was a tremendous resource and brilliant in many things.
He was also a little eccentric, but in a good way. I remember many in depth
discussions on atmospheric processes and numerical methods that would go on for
hours. The atmosphere at SAI in the early 1980s was electric and Gary was one of the
unique individuals of that era. Times change, but Gary was always Gary. I was looking
forward to seeing him in April, but unfortunately that will not occur. For all his
colleagues and friends that knew him at SAI in the 1980s we are sorry that he has left
and have great memories of his spirit of learning and innovation.
Ralph Morris - March 12, 2016 at 07:57 PM

